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Automated Continuous Estimation for Continuous Deployment and Pipelines of Pipelines

**Goal:** Programs using DSO(DevSecOps) have constant access to information needed to monitor and control schedule and cost commitments.

Status and projection models should be available in real time.

Model and simulate pipeline-of-pipeline systems.

Automate data collection and Program Management Status Reporting for DevSecOps pipelines.

Directly collect data from DevSecOps pipeline tools
- Automate data collection, storage, and reporting
- Correlate data to project outcomes
- Present completion to-date and milestone predictions to Program Management in smart dashboards

**Automation** drives continuous integration and delivery of software but outpaces program control.

To solve this problem, automate data collection Model DSO systems with **Monte Carlo** and provide continuous reporting.
- Determine status.
- Project future events.
- Provide evidence for corrective actions.
Agenda

The programmatic challenge with DevSecOps

What we did

• Automating data collection and analysis
• Description of our prototype
• Scaling up to multiple pipelines

Lessons learned

Conclusion
Program Managers Need Answers

As the PM of a complex agile program, you need to have an answer to these types of questions:

• If we drop everything to fix a high-priority vulnerability, when will my next two capabilities be delivered?
• A capability has slipped twice—when will it really be done and delivered?
• How many more teams would it take to deploy three specific capabilities in 6, 12, and 18 months?
As a Program Manager, What Do You Need to Know? And When Do You Need to Know It?

Where are we? (Capability % Complete, Schedule Consumed)
Where did we expect to be? (Planned Capability Complete and Schedule Variance Estimation accuracy)
Do we have enough time and money to get to the finish?
  • When will we be done? (Schedule projections to complete)
  • What will it cost? (Often dominated by Schedule and staffing)
  • When could we have it? (“what-if” projections)
    - If we adjust priorities?
    - If we add staff or other resources?
Automation for Agile Program Management

How Agile is your program?

Programs slip a day at a time;
How long does it take to
• recognize an issue?
• respond to user needs?
• fix a critical vulnerability?

“How does a project get to be a year late? One day at a time.”
-Fred Brooks *The Mythical Man Month*

Builds happen constantly.
How current is your data? How credible? Accurate? How Complete?
Delivery is driven by automation; **data should also be automated.**
Some Lead Time Definitions

There are many “Lead times” in a DevSecOps development system.

- Averages obscure variation, transfer times, and type of work.
- **Zero Defect** and No Wait times provide a baseline for a minimum practical lead time.

Some useful Lead times are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Build</th>
<th>Regression</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Deploy</th>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th>Discovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_{\text{Lead}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{E}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{\text{Blog}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- $t_{\text{Build}_0}$: No Rework Build time
- $t_{\text{RT}_0}$: No Rework Egression Test time
Behind by 2 weeks, When Will the Next Release Deploy? (To where?)

This provides a reasonable estimate, but not a probability of success. It is manual (pivot tables?), uses last month’s data, assumes all work is (more-or-less) the same, and doesn’t scale well with multiple pipelines.
Understanding Variation Enables Range Confidence

Necessary Data and Information

Distributions for
\( t^{\text{lead}}_i, t^{\text{factory}}_i, t^{\text{deliver}}_i \)

Staff Hours\((t)\)
Roadmap
WBS
IMS

Using distributions to capture and analyze variation instead of using averages requires a not only maintaining a lot more data but also a lot more work!
Adjust Intervention Parameters to Explore Date Targets

Monte Carlo “what if” analysis requires a lot of data and a lot more computation!

Necessary Data and Information:
- \( t_{\text{lead}}^i \), \( t_{\text{factory}}^i \), \( t_{\text{deliver}}^i \)
- Staff Hours(t)
- Roadmap
- WBS
- IMS

Probabilistic Projections with “what if” scenarios
Prototype DSO Measurement

Measurement: "A set of observations that reduce uncertainty where the result is expressed as a quantity.” - Douglas Hubbard
Planned work includes the WBS, work packages, work sequencing, and estimates. Work packages execute plan development stages. Tools trigger events (time stamps, package labels).

Data is collected and transformed for storage.

The warehouse loads the data and provides the interface for analysis and dashboards.
From the Roadmap through the Pipeline

Work Completion https://youtu.be/X-R1mIZ3sPk
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Follow Work through the Pipeline

Extracting metrics https://youtu.be/u96OFTXgr0g

Date is collected from key events.

The data specification is on the following slide.

Use Labels to connect WBS, RoadMap, and Backlog to work packages.

- Lead Times
- Estimated Dates
- Actual Times

Deployed = Done
Collect, Store, and Visualize

Apply on local development pipeline (instrumenting a local research project)

Holocron provided by Platform One, uses **Hygeia Collectors**
Scale Up! Pipeline of Pipelines

Software Providers (DIB Sub-Contractors and Third-Party Providers)

Weapon System Developer (DIB Prime Contractor)

Weapon System Owner (Government Acquisition Program)

Weapon System Sustainment-Software Engineering Center (Government Maintenance Depot)

= Done  = Tech Debt  = Measure  = Size / SW Features / Systems Functions / Mission Capabilities
Pipeline of Pipelines PoPs Workflow Network Example

Model a fictitious device that captures characteristics of a real project dependencies between hardware and software capabilities.

Different pipelines produce dependencies used to model schedule, cost, and technical performance risks resulting from production variation, accumulated variance, and rework.

All nodes are pipeline activities, arrows are lead times. Nodes 5, 6, 7, and 8 are integration or test points.

Little’s Law assumptions are strongly violated except for some linear pipeline segments.

Typical Flow Metrics do not accommodate rework, merges, or multiple entry points.
Multi-Pipeline Projections: Approach

**Approach**
- Trace work item through development steps
- Identify blockers and integration points
- Probability of completion date

**Data from DSO pipeline and other sources**
- Product state node structure (capability based WBS, product dependencies, workflow)
- For each Pipeline obtain empirical data for
  - Effort Rate and variation (by skill?)
  - Production Rate and variation by work type
  - Primary work and Rework by activity
  - Defect Rates and fix latencies (build, test)
Observations and Lessons Learned

Measurement tools are too siloed to work together (this is related to a finding from our Digital Engineering work).

Averages don’t support statistical modeling or high priority changes. We need distributions.

We need more specific lead time measures for process steps and baselines for zero rework lead times. (total time until test completes is a candidate quality proxy).

Work packages need to be categorized (bug, enhancement, …) not only because different types of work have different characteristics, but also to gain insight into process health. (a bug vs new capability, vs process sustainment).

Typical flow metrics don’t appear to apply to the pipeline-of-pipelines because of branching and other assumptions violations.
Summary

We identified a problem and validated with prototypes and subject matter experts.

We demonstrated

• Practices and tooling needed to instrument the DevSecOps pipeline
• Modeled extensions to the PoPs environment
• Showed limitations in current metrics thinking

Ready to begin transition!
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Call to Action

Would you benefit from continuous updates to status and projections?

Are you using DevSecOps tool chains, issue trackers, and workflow management?

Can you share process data and discuss results?

Will you participate in our quarterly research review?

We can help!

• Share out Program Management Measurement White Paper
• Specify information, data, and displays for your program management
• Recommend approaches and tools to get started
• Evaluate your results for effectiveness
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Thank You!

If you would like to work with us, or if you have any questions, please contact
Bill Nichols info@sei.cmu.edu